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1. INTRODUCTION
The future of CI ICE engines might not be that optimistic at 
the moment (mainly due to the ‘diesel-gate’ affair), however 
if CO2 targets are to be fulfilled, it will be more difficult to 
achieve that without CI ICEs as their high thermal efficiency 
is unrivalled. This concerns automotive sector mainly. When 
dealing with power generation sector, there is already 
a strong competition from lean-burn gas SI ICEs. Regarding 
ship propelling, the position of CI ICEs is very strong. Hence, 
CI ICEs are very important in different industry sectors and 
it is needed to continue their development to improve BSFC 
and minimize pollutant formation.
The large-eddy simulation (LES) approach has become very 
popular recently as it offers significantly improved modelling 
of turbulence when compared with ‘classical’ RANS approach. 
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with 3-D CFD modeling of CI ICE while using LES approach combined with chemical kinetics. Detailed CFD 
model of single-cylinder research CI engine was built. As LES approach has high predictive ability, it needs limited calibration 
when compared with RANS. In this particular case, only LES spray sub-model was calibrated using dedicated data from ‘cold’ 
pressure vessel test rig. Another critical step when using LES approach is to have a correct computational mesh resolution. 
Global heat transfer scaling factor was fine-tuned as well. Sensitivity studies were carried out to make the final selection of 
these parameters. After that, 4 different engine operating points were calculated – these represent different load levels while 
there is a variation of EGR as well. Concerning applied chemistry, simple mechanism based on n-heptane containing 34 species 
and 64 reactions was used. Predicted data were compared versus measured/reference data representing average cycle. Good 
performance of applied simulation setup was stated – this mainly concerns the predictive ability in terms of rate of heat release 
and NOx formation. Certain shortcomings were identified – they need addressing, which is planned as near-future steps.
KEYWORDS: LES, CFD, CHEMICAL KINETICS, COMPRESSION IGNITION, SIMULATION, NOX FORMATION, IGNITION DELAY
SHRNUTÍ
!lánek se zab"vá 3-D CFD modelováním vzn#tového spalovacího motoru za pou$ití LES p%ístupu v kombinaci s chemickou 
kinetikou. Byl vytvo%en podrobn" CFD model jednoválcového v"zkumného vzn#tového motoru. Proto$e LES p%ístup vykazuje 
velkou prediktivní schopnost, nutnost kalibrace je ni$&í ve srovnání s RANS p%ístupem. V tomto konkrétním p%ípad# jen LES 
model paprsku paliva byl kalibrován s vyu$itím dat ze „studené“ tlakové komory. Dal&ím kritick"m krokem p%i pou$ití LES je 
pou$ití správné v"po'etní sít# z hlediska jejího rozli&ení. Také globální násobitel pro p%estup tepla byl mírn# dolad#n. Pro finální 
v"b#r t#chto parametr( byly provedeny citlivostní studie. Poté byly propo'teny 4 r(zné pracovní body motoru – ty reprezentují 
r(zné úrovn# zatí$ení s tím, $e se m#ní i hodnota vn#j&í recirkulace v"fukov"ch plyn(. Co se t"ká pou$ité chemie, byl pou$it 
jednoduch" mechanismus zalo$en" na n-heptanu, kter" obsahuje 34 slo$ek a 64 reakcí. Vypo'tená data byla porovnána 
s experimentálními/referen'ními daty, která odpovídají pr(m#rnému cyklu. Bylo konstatováno, $e pou$itá konfigurace v"po'tu 
vykazuje dobré parametry – to se t"ká hlavn# schopnosti predikovat rychlost v"vinu tepla a tvorbu NOx. Byly identifikovány 
ur'ité nedostatky, které je nutné %e&it, co$ je plánováno pro nejbli$&í budoucnost.
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However, this comes with high price as LES calculations are 
very time demanding. Moreover, they usually require multi-
cycle calculations and their subsequent statistical analysis, 
which makes them even more demanding. These factors lead 
to a fact that LES is mainly applied in academic/scientific 
projects. However, LES has been becoming more popular in 
industry sector recently as well.
Most of LES-focused papers are related to SI ICEs due to 
the fact that these engines feature high cycle-to-cycle 
variability (CCV), which can be correctly predicted by LES 
approach. Moreover, SI ICE combustion is very sensitive 
to local thermodynamic properties, which are strongly 
influenced by turbulence (mixing/diffusion, flame front 
propagation, interaction between spray and gas phase, etc.) 
while combustion process is relatively simple from chemical 
point of view (e.g., low concentration gradients, high local 
temperatures). These effects are captured properly by LES – 
c.f. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
Surprisingly low amount of LES work is dedicated to CI ICEs 
while a lot of that is focused on sprays only – c.f. [9, 10, 
11, 12, 13, 14]. This is mainly related to the fact that these 
engines have very low CCV. Although turbulence modeling is 
also important when dealing with simulation of CI ICEs, local 
chemical effects need to be captured properly as turbulence-
chemistry interaction is a critical factor. Interaction between 
high-pressure fuel jet with gaseous phase is of primarily 
importance – this requires very fine mesh resolution. Moreover, 
combustion process is more complex when compared with SI 
ICE. All these phenomena contribute to the fact that LES is 
less popular in the domain of CI ICE combustion modeling. 
However, the authors are convinced that improved turbulence 
modeling by LES approach has high potential to improve CI 
ICE simulations. Hence, the LES approach is adopted in the 
presented paper.
It is well-known that chemistry of CI CIE combustion is 
relatively complex due to high variation of local air-to-
fuel ratio and temperature. These effects are difficult to be 
modeled correctly as it requires solution of detailed chemistry 
based on chemical kinetics. Hence, simplified models are 
usually applied within RANS framework. However, these 
models require a lot of user tuning to match experimental 
data as their predictive ability is low. As the paper is focused 
on predictive combustion modeling, chemical kinetics was 
selected to simulate combustion process in CI ICE.
Based on above mentioned, the following goals were 
considered when dealing with detailed CFD modeling of CI 
ICE combustion:
• To apply LES 3-D CFD approach combined with 
chemical kinetics for the case of research single-
cylinder CI internal combustion engine (ICE).
• To considered different operating conditions in terms 
of both BMEP and EGR.
• To compare predicted data with measured one 
including the analysis of differences between them.
• To perform sensitivity studies of selected parameters of 
CFD model setup.
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
For the simulation of the gas flow, spray mixture formation 
and combustion processes in the CI-engine analyzed in the 
present work, the 3D-CFD code AVL FIRE is adopted [36]. The 
3-D CFD SW solves the general conservation equations of mass, 
momentum and enthalpy plus additional transport equations 
for turbulence related quantities and for conservation of 
chemical species. Depending on the physical and chemical 
sub-models employed, additional scalar quantities, such as 
e.g. mixture fraction, reaction progress variable, etc. are 
solved as well.
The adopted solution method is based on a fully conservative 
finite volume approach. All dependent variables, such as 
momentum, pressure, density, turbulence kinetic energy, 
dissipation rate, and the scalar quantities are evaluated at the 
cell centers of the general, unstructured computational grids. 
A second-order midpoint rule is used for integral approximation 
and a second order linear approximation for any value at 
the cell-face. Convection is solved by adopting higher order 
differencing schemes. In order to offer full flexibility in terms 
of the structure and topology of the employed computational 
meshes, the solver allows for each computational cell to 
consist of an arbitrary number of cell faces. Connectivity and 
interpolation practices for gradients and cell-face values are 
set up to accommodate such ‘polyhedral’ calculation volumes. 
The rate of change (accumulation term) is discretized by using 
an Euler implicit scheme. The overall solution procedure is 
iterative and is based on the Pressure-Implicit with Splitting 
of Operators (PISO, c.f. [15]), applicable to turbulent flows 
at all speeds. For solving the large sets of linear equation 
systems evolving from the discretization of the governing 
equations, an efficient preconditioned conjugate gradient 
method is employed. More details can be found in [1, 2] and 
documentation of AVL FIRE [36].
Dealing with numerical setup, the following settings were 
applied. PISO algorithm was selected as time integration 
method while 2nd order schemes were used for convective 
term approximations. Time step was set to 0.1 degCA with the 
exception of combustion phase when 0.005 degCA to capture 
interaction of spray with the smallest turbulence eddies. 
Regarding turbulence modelling, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 
was adopted. It is based on the filtered instantaneous Navier-
Stokes equations. Filtering operation actually represents scale 
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separation in space, where large scales are directly resolved 
and the influence of small scales is taken into account by the 
sub-grid scale (SGS) model. Coherent structure version of LES 
approach [16, 18, 19] was selected for the considered engine 
case. The LES approach proved to be very effective for SI ICE 
cases (c.f. [1, 2, 3]), hence it was applied in the presented 
work as well.
Concerning combustion model, detailed chemistry solution 
was adopted by means of chemical kinetics application. 
Each computational cell is treated as single zone 0-D 
homogeneous reactor to calculate source terms for species 
transport equations and energy equation – this approach is 
based on [24]. These source terms are determined by means 
of solving equations of chemical kinetics for a selected 
reaction mechanism – in this particular case, relatively 
simple chemical mechanism based on n-heptane containing 
34 species and 64 reactions was applied. It is known that 
the application of detailed chemical reactions in CFD can 
be quite time consuming. The ‘chemistry clustering’ model 
provides one way to reduce calculation times significantly. 
The background of the model is that in a large CFD domain, 
there are at every time step many cells which have similar 
thermodynamic conditions (temperature, equivalence 
ratio, etc.). These similar cells are identified and grouped 
to ‘clusters’. The solution of the chemical reactions is only 
done for the mean of each cluster. After the results from 
the chemistry solver have been acquired, the species vector 
and the energy source have to be mapped back to the cells 
contained in the cluster. More details can be found in [26].
The spray model adopted in the present study is based on 
the Lagrangian Discrete Droplet Method (DDM) [21]. In 
the DDM the continuous gaseous phase is described by 
the standard Eulerian conservation equations, whereas the 
transport of the dispersed phase is calculated by tracking 
the trajectories of representative droplet parcels. A parcel 
consists of a number of droplets, with all the droplets having 
identical physical properties and behaving equally when they 
move, break up, hit a wall or evaporate. The calculation of 
the parcel movement is done with a sub-cycling procedure 
between the gas phase time steps taking into account the 
forces exerted on the parcels by the gas phase as well as 
the related heat and mass transfer. The coupling between the 
liquid and the gaseous phases is achieved by source term 
exchange for mass, momentum, energy and turbulence. For 
the LES application, turbulent dispersion effects are assumed 
to be fully covered by the interaction of the droplets with the 
resolved LES flow field scales – hence, this term is deactivated 
when LES approach is applied.
The CFD model is based on existing engine geometry (c.f. 
Table 1, Figure 1). 3-D CAD data of engine cylinder head, 
piston and liner were provided by engine manufacturer. All 
the necessary geometry information was available, hence the 
meshing procedure could be started. The meshing itself was 
made by means of hybrid meshing tool of AVL FIRE. Typical 
mesh cell size was set to 0.7 mm, however there is significant 
mesh refinemen along injection axes (especialy near injetor 
hole outlet). The important parameters of applied meshes are 
summarized in Table 2.
                      
FIGURE 1: Target engine – AVL Single Cylinder Research Engine (CI version).
OBRÁZEK 1: Cílov" motor – zku&ební jednoválec od AVL (vzn#tová varianta).
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Concerning boundary and initial conditions, they were 
transferred from the calibrated 0-D/1-D model of the engine 
created in SW tools [37]. Surface temperatures were based 
on simplified predictive FEM model, inlet/outlet boundary 
pressure/temperature was imposed as function of crank 
angle. The same applies to fuel mass-flow rate out of 
the injector based on calibrated injector model (which is 
contained in calibrated 0-D/1-D model of the target engine). 
Initial values of all required thermodynamic parameters 
(including composition) were directly transferred from the 
0-D/1-D model.
3. COMPUTED CASES
The considered engine (c.f. Table 1 and 2, Figure 1 and 2) 
represents the research single cylinder CI engine from AVL. 
There are many experimental data available for this engine. 
For the presented study, the single-pilot fuel injection pattern 
was adopted while combustion timing was kept constant (to 
be more precise, CA50 was constant – angle location when 
50% of the fuel is burnt was always the same) and while 
injection rail pressure was set to 150 MPa. The level of air 
excess (between 1.1 and 2.9 based on incoming fresh air) 
and EGR (between 0 and 22%) were varied while engine 
speed was kept between 1500 and 2000 rpm. Hence, different 
engine load levels were achieved (BMEP between 7 and 
17 bar). Due to very time consuming 3-D CFD calculations, 
4 operating points were selected covering high/lol BMEP at 
medium/low EGR level – these are summarized in Table 3.
FIGURE 2: 3-D CAD geometries of considered engine case (Table 1 a 2).
OBRÁZEK 2: 3-D CAD geometrie uva$ovaného motoru (tabulky 1 a 2).
TABLE 3: Selected operating conditions of the engine.
TABULKA 3: Vybrané pracovní body motoru.
Engine Parameter Unit Case 1 Case 6 Case 15 Case 18
Engine Speed [rpm] 1500 1500 1800 1800
BMEP [bar] 17.0 7.6 14.1 7.7
Air Excess [1] 1.25 2.9 1.2 2.4
EGR [%] 0 0 21 19
TABLE 1: Main engine parameters.
TABULKA 1: Hlavní parametry motoru.
Engine Parameter Unit Value
Bore-to-Stroke Ratio [1] 0.944
Compression Ratio [1] 15.9
Charging Supercharged
Fuel Diesel
Fuel Injection Direct
Injection System Common-rail
Number of Intake Valves 2
Number of Exhaust Valves 2
TABLE 2: Main mesh parameters of the considered engine case.
TABULKA 2: Hlavní parametry sít# pro uva$ovan" motor.
Parameter Unit Value
Typical Mesh Size [mm] <0.7
Min. Amount of Mesh Cells [1] 2.5M
Max. Amount of Mesh Cells [1] 8.9M
Max. Angle Interval of Single Mesh Set [degCA] 10
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Additional parameter to be tested was the mesh refinement. 
As mentioned below, fine mesh resolution near injector 
nozzles was needed to predict correctly liquid spray 
penetration when using LES approach. However, such meshes 
are too large for full ICE cycle calculations. Hence, different 
meshes were compared.
4. MODEL CALIBRATION
Spray calibration was performed while using experimental 
data from injection test bench (c.f. top left subfigure in 
Figure 3). The injection test bench EFS ITB 240 R-CV is based 
on cold pressure vessel with optical access which allows for 
measurement of rate-of-injection profile, injected amount 
(mass), spray penetration, spray cone angle for liquid phase 
and variation of a spray plume for each nozzle. As it is a cold 
vessel, only liquid phase properties can be evaluated. More 
information regarding this test equipment can be found in 
[27]. Example of selected results from injection test bench is 
presented in Figure 3, average spray penetration data of the 
target injector are shown in Figure 4 (red curves). The tested 
injector is the BOSCH 0445110 369 B004 which is applied in 
AVL SCRE engine (c.f. Table 1 and Figure 1).
The cold pressure vessel was modeled in CFD code [36] to fine-
tune the spray sub-model. As LES approach is adopted, complete 
geometry model was created – results from all injector holes 
were averaged and these data were compared with averaged 
data from experiments. Injection event was calculated in 
CFD code (initial and boundary conditions were transferred 
from experimental data) and selected spray model constants 
were varied to obtain the best match between simulation 
 
 
FIGURE 3: Cold pressure vessel with optical access for high-pressure injector testing – top left subfigure presents layout of the experimental test 
rig while the other subfigures correspond to typical output from analysis of experimental data (e.g., liquid phase mass fraction, instantaneous and 
average liquid jet shape).
OBRÁZEK 3: Studená tlaková komora s optick"m p%ístupem pro testování vysokotlak"ch vst%ikova'( – horní lev" obrázek ukazuje uspo%ádání 
zku&ebního za%ízení, zatímco ostatní obrázky odpovídají typick"m v"stup(m z anal"zy experimentálních dat (nap%. hmotnostní podíl kapalné fáze, 
okam$it" a pr(m#rn" tvar kapalného paprsku).
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and measured data (c.f. Figure 4). The calibration procedure 
was performed at pressure level of 160 MPa only, hence the 
data presented in Figure 4 for other pressure levels (70, 100 
and 130 MPa) correspond to predictive ability of LES spray 
model. The match between simulation and measurement was 
considered satisfactory, hence the LES spray sub-model setting 
was transferred to full ICE model of the target engine.
Comparison of instantaneous spray pattern development in time 
domain between LES model prediction and experimental data is 
presented in Figure 5. As the shown data are instantaneous and 
as the length-scale of the figures is not the same (simulation 
vs. experiments), the figure is supposed to allow for qualitative 
comparison only – both the spray shape (including irregularities 
of each spray plume) and spray cone angle seem to be similar, 
hence confirming good performance of the LES spray model.
After a lot of testing and fine-tuning, the main conclusion from 
LES spray calibration is that the most critical factor is the mesh 
– it has to capture very small flow structures developing close 
to primary break-up zone (this concerns both length scale and 
time scale). Hence a lot of refinement was needed along each 
spray nozzle axis. Once the suitable mesh was created, the LES 
spray model calibration was relatively straightforward when C2 
constant of the WAVE model [28, 29] was the main parameter to 
influence the model performance and its final value was set to 
be 55 (and it was kept constant for all LES calculations).
As the combustion model is based on chemical kinetics, there 
are no parameters to be tuned with respect to combustion 
modelling. Selected chemical mechanism is based on 
a reduced n-heptane scheme containing 34 species and 
64 reactions (the mechanism is in-house AVL one, which 
combines older reduced n-heptane scheme with Zeldovich 
extended NO mechanism). After spray model calibration was 
finished, the only other tuning parameter was a global heat 
transfer multiplier. It was necessary to adjust that due to the 
fact that LES heat wall transfer in CFD environment is a bit 
problematic. Hence, global heat transfer scaling approach was 
adopted to match total rejected heat, which was estimated 
by 0-D/1-D model.
5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The most important results in terms of LES 3-D CFD combined 
with chemical kinetics for the case of CI ICE are presented 
in this section. The predicted data are compared with 
experimental/reference ones – the reference data correspond 
to calibrated 0-D/1-D model created in SW tool [37]. The 
reference data can give reasonable values of many integral 
data, however the prediction of pollutant formation (e.g., 
NOx – c.f. Figure 14) represents only a rough estimate. Based 
on that, most of the figures consist of graphs representing 
global/integral parameters.
 
 
FIGURE 4: Comparison between measured data and calibrated LES spray model at different injection pressure levels while using data from cold 
pressure vessel – penetration length of liquid phase is plotted as function of time; LES spray model calibration was performed at injection pressure 
of 160 MPa.
OBRÁZEK 4: Srovnání mezi nam#%en"mi daty a kalibrovan"m LES modelem paprsku p%i r(zn"ch úrovních vst%ikovacího tlaku s vyu$itím dat ze 
studené tlakové komory – penetra'ní délka pro kapalnou fázi je vynesena jako funkce 'asu; LES model paprsku byl zkalibrován pro vst%ikovací tlak 
160 MPa.
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FIGURE 5: Calibrated LES spray model performance – spray pattern development in time domain at injection pressure of 160 MPa (time instances of 
0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 ms), left column corresponds to LES simulation while right column represents experimental data of a selected instantaneous injection 
shot (the figures are not scaled to match the length scale, hence only qualitative comparison is possible – penetration length comparison is shown in 
in Figure 4, bottom right subfigure).
OBRÁZEK 5: Chování kalibrovaného LES modelu paprsku – v"voj tvaru paprsku v 'asové domén# pro vst%ikovací tlak 160 MPa ('asy 0.4, 0.8 a 1.2 ms), 
lev" sloupec odpovídá simulaci LES, zatímco prav" sloupec reprezentuje experimentální data odpovídající zvolenému okam$itému v"st%iku (obrázky si 
neodpovídají z hlediska délkového m#%ítka, a tedy je mo$né jenom kvalitativní srovnání – porovnání doletu paprsku je ukázáno na Obrázku 4, prav" 
dolní diagram).
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During the model calibration phase, many calculations with 
different global heat transfer multipliers were calculated. 
Hence, it was decided to present its influence – this is shown 
in Figure 6. As expected, the global heat transfer scaling has 
significant impact on in-cylinder pressure. On the other hand, 
its influence on ROHR is relatively minor – higher values 
lead to slightly longer ignition delay, however ROHR shape 
is almost unaffected. This can be explained by the fact that 
the combustion process takes place in locations which are 
relatively distanced from combustion chamber walls. Hence, 
increased wall heat transfer has almost no effect on local 
temperature which controls chemical kinetics. Based on 
that, global heat transfer scaling is suitable for adjusting 
total energy balance in a combustion chamber and to match 
compression pressure curve. Final comment concerns the 
shape of instantaneous global heat transfer rate (Figure 6, 
bottom right subfigure) – its qualitative trend corresponds 
reasonably well with Woschni formula applied in 0-D/1-D 
model. However, quantitative values are different (this was 
to be expected) and there are ‘big jumps’ – these correspond 
to re-zone procedures (i.e., switching between different 
mesh data sets). It seems that 3-CFD LES calculations have 
tendency to underestimate total heat transfer rate during 
combustion phase (i.e., when there is high temperature 
inside a combustion chamber). After analyzing all data from 
sensitivity studies, global heat transfer multiplier was set to 
be 4.0 and kept constant (during the whole cycle calculation 
and also for all tested cases from Table 3).
It is well known that LES simulations need proper mesh 
resolution to capture large turbulent eddies. When modelling 
interaction between liquid phase (fuel jet) and gaseous 
phase (in-cylinder charge), the LES approach needs to resolve 
 
 
FIGURE 6: Influence of global heat transfer multiplier: comparison between measured/reference data (dashed magenta curve – experimental data, light blue 
curve – calibrated 0-D/1-D model) and LES CFD simulation for the operating point ‘Case 1’ (c.f. Table 3) – the following parameters are plotted as a function 
of engine crank angle: in-cylinder pressure, logarithmic diagram of pressure and volume, rate of heat release, in-cylinder heat transfer (to walls).
OBRÁZEK 6: Vliv globálního násobitele pro p%estup tepla: srovnání mezi nam#%en"mi/referen'ními daty ('árkovaná fialová k%ivka – experimentální data, 
sv#tle modrá k%ivka – kalibrovan" 0-D/1-D model) a LES CFD simulací pro pracovní bod „Case 1“ (viz Tabulka 3) – následující parametry jsou zobrazeny 
jako funkce úhlu pooto'ení klikového h%ídele: tlak ve válci, logaritmick" diagram tlaku a objemu, rychlost v"vinu tepla, p%estup tepla (do st#n) ve válci.
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small scales near primary break-up zone to model turbulent 
dispersion effects correctly. This was verified when tuning LES 
spray model (for the case of cold pressure vessel) as a lot 
of mesh refinement was needed along each injector nozzle 
center line. However, such mesh is too big when applied for 
the target engine. Moreover, in-cylinder charge is relatively 
hot, hence a strong evaporation effect leads to the fact that 
liquid fuel phase penetration is much shorter when compared 
with experiments in a clod pressure vessel. Based on that, it 
is a reasonable assumption that less mesh refinement can be 
applied for engine LES simulations.
Based on all above mentioned facts, it was decided to 
perform sensitivity study regarding the mesh refinement to 
obtain the best compromise between computational time 
and result quality. All the presented meshes have the same 
basic setting – c.f. Table 2. The difference among the meshes 
is in refinement level along each nozzle center line. If there 
was to be the same mesh as the one applied during LES spray 
model calibration, ‘level 3’ mesh would be required (the label 
‘refineL3’). However, such a mesh would be too big (more 
than 100M cells) and AVL FIRE cannot handle that for the 
case of a movable mesh for ICE calculations. Hence, lower 
refinement levels were tested – ‘level 2’ (label ‘refineL2’; 
cca 41.6M cells at TDC) and ‘level 1’ (label ‘refineL1’; cca 
14.6M cells at TDC). Later on, 2 additional meshes were 
added (label ‘refineL0a’ and ‘refineL0b’) – these have ‘coarse’ 
refinement similar to ‘level 1’ and they have cca 5M cells at 
TDC. The difference between those 2 meshes is in topology 
of refinement. It should be stressed that mesh refinement 
was applied only during injection and combustion phase of 
a 4-stroke ICE cycle.
 
 
FIGURE 7: Influence of mesh refinement: comparison between measured/reference data (dashed light blue curve – experimental data, magenta curve – 
calibrated 0-D/1-D model) and LES CFD simulation for the operating point ‘Case 1’ (c.f. Table 3) – the following parameters are plotted as a function 
of engine crank angle: in-cylinder pressure, logarithmic diagram of pressure and volume, rate of heat release, heat release.
OBRÁZEK 7: Vliv zjemn#ní sít#: srovnání mezi nam#%en"mi/referen'ními daty ('árkovaná sv#tle modrá k%ivka – experimentální data, fialová k%ivka – 
kalibrovan" 0-D/1-D model) a LES CFD simulací pro pracovní bod „Case 1“ (viz Tabulka 3) – následující parametry jsou zobrazeny jako funkce úhlu 
pooto'ení klikového h%ídele: tlak ve válci, logaritmick" diagram tlaku a objemu, rychlost v"vinu tepla, v"vin tepla.
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Comparison of basic mesh (label ‘no_refine’, cca 2.5M cells 
at TDC) with refinement of ‘level 1’ and ‘level 2’ is presented 
in Figure 7. Although pressure traces are similar, there is 
a visible difference in rate of heat release – both refined 
meshes are closer to reference data when compared with 
basic mesh. This mainly concerns the main combustion phase 
when rate of heat release approaches its maximal value. It is 
interesting to note that ignition delay is almost independent 
of mesh refinement. Moreover, heat release peak due to pilot 
injection is very similar for all presented cases.
Due to the number of cells, calculations with meshes of 
‘level 1’ and ‘level 2’ were massively slower when compared 
to basic mesh case. Moreover, additional problems were 
experienced with ‘level 2’ mesh due to memory limitations. 
Hence, additional 2 meshes were created (‘refineL0a’ and 
‘refineL0b’) to search for the optimal solution in terms of 
computational time and result quality. Comparison of these 
2 new meshes with ‘level 1’ mesh is shown in Figure 8. 
Both new meshes lead to results very similar to ‘level 1’ 
refinement, however they are much faster due to significantly 
lower number of cells. As the mesh ‘refineL0a’ seems to be 
slightly better than ‘refineL0ab’, it was selected as the final 
mesh which was applied for all subsequent CFD calculations. 
If there is no mesh label in figures or if the mesh label is 
‘final_version’, the mesh ‘refineL0a’ was applied.
Although this paper is solely focused on LES 3-CFD modeling 
in combination with chemical kinetics, RANS approach 
was also tested. The RANS spray model was calibrated in 
the same way as the LES one (described above in section 
‘Model Calibration’) while using the basic LES mesh – 
 
 
FIGURE 8: Influence of mesh refinement – additional fine-tuning: comparison between measured/reference data (dashed light blue curve – 
experimental data, magenta curve – calibrated 0-D/1-D model) and LES CFD simulation for the operating point ‘Case 1’ (c.f. Table 3) – the following 
parameters are plotted as a function of engine crank angle: in-cylinder pressure, logarithmic diagram of pressure and volume, rate of heat release, 
heat release.
OBRÁZEK 8: Vliv zjemn#ní sít# – dal&í jemné dolad#ní: srovnání mezi nam#%en"mi/referen'ními daty ('árkovaná sv#tle modrá k%ivka – experimentální 
data, fialová k%ivka – kalibrovan" 0-D/1-D model) a LES CFD simulací pro pracovní bod „Case 1“ (viz Tabulka 3) – následující parametry jsou 
zobrazeny jako funkce úhlu pooto'ení klikového h%ídele: tlak ve válci, logaritmick" diagram tlaku a objemu, rychlost v"vinu tepla, v"vin tepla.
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it has to be stressed that no RANS meshes were created, 
hence the applied meshes were possibly too fine for RANS 
calculations. Once the RANS spray model was calibrated, it 
was transferred to full cycle ICE model and the ‘Case 1’ (c.f. 
Table 3) was calculated using the basic LES mesh (label ‘no_
refine’). The only differences between LES setup and RANS 
one are the following: turbulence model (LES vs k-z-f RANS), 
wall treatment approach and spray model setting (different 
model constants, mainly C2, and activated option ‘turbulent 
dispersion model’) – all other settings (including time step) 
were the same. The comparison between LES and RANS is 
plotted in Figure 9 – mainly the difference between red 
curve (LES) and dark blue one (RANS) is of importance. RANS 
model strongly overestimates ignition delay and the shape 
of the rate of heat release curve is significantly different 
when compared with reference data. On the other hand, the 
late combustion phase (more than 80% of in-cylinder fuel 
was burnt) is captured a bit better when compared with LES 
approach. It should be emphasized that no special effort was 
put to improve RANS results, hence there might be a potential 
for additional improvement. However, the main conclusion is 
that LES provides better results – the authors believe that 
the main reason behind that statement is better turbulence 
modelling of LES approach which leads to higher quality 
prediction of important phenomena (mainly mixing/diffusion 
and interaction between liquid phase and gaseous one).
After initial testing (based on sensitivity studies) was finished, 
the model setup was finalized regarding mesh properties 
(mesh ‘refineL0a’) and global heat transfer multiplier (value 
4.0) – this is described above and it can be considered as 
 
 
FIGURE 9: Comparison of LES vs. RANS between measured/reference data (dashed light blue curve – experimental data, magenta curve – calibrated 
0-D/1-D model) and LES CFD simulation for the operating point ‘Case 1’ (c.f. Table 3) – the following parameters are plotted as a function of engine 
crank angle: in-cylinder pressure, logarithmic diagram of pressure and volume, rate of heat release, heat release.
OBRÁZEK 9: Srovnání LES vs. RANS mezi nam#%en"mi/referen'ními daty ('árkovaná sv#tle modrá k%ivka – experimentální data, fialová k%ivka – 
kalibrovan" 0-D/1-D model) a LES CFD simulací pro pracovní bod „Case 1“ (viz Tabulka 3) – následující parametry jsou zobrazeny jako funkce úhlu 
pooto'ení klikového h%ídele: tlak ve válci, logaritmick" diagram tlaku a objemu, rychlost v"vinu tepla, v"vin tepla.
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model fine-tuning. Then the model was applied to calculate 
all the cases from Table 3. As mentioned above, the ‘Case 
1’ was used for model fine-tuning – hence, calculated data 
for all other cases represent predictive ability of the model. 
The results are shown in Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 14. 
Pressure traces are plotted in Figure 10 and the general trend 
is that the pressure is significantly over-predicted. However, 
ROHR curves (Figure 11) show relatively good match between 
prediction and reference data – when looking at details, 
predicted ROHR is slightly faster during early phase and during 
very late phase of main combustion process while energy 
release of pilot injection is captured reasonably well. Based 
on long-time experience with thermodynamic simulations, 
the following conclusion is made: the ROHR curves are too 
similar (when compared with reference data) to explain the 
large over-shoot of predicted in-cylinder pressure. Hence, 
detailed analysis was performed to find the reason behind 
that. Important data for the ‘Case 1’ are shown in Figure 12 
while very similar figures can be presented for all other cases 
– due to that, they are omitted as qualitative trends are the 
same for all cases.
Pressure data in Figure 12 confirm that gas exchange phase 
and compression stroke are predicted correctly and the 
difference arises during combustion phase. When comparing 
total released energy (middle left subfigure of Figure 12), 
approx. 4% more chemical energy is released for the case 
of the CFD simulation – this is related to the fact that that 
complex CI engine fuel is represented by n-heptane. Hence, 
if the same fuel mass is injected, there is more energy to 
be released. It was decided not to lower injected mass 
 
 
FIGURE 10: Comparison between measured data (green curve) and LES CFD simulation (red curve) for all considered engine operating points (c.f. 
Table 3) when top left subfigure corresponds to ‘Case 1’ and bottom right subfigure represents ‘Case 18’ – in-cylinder average pressure of HP phase is 
plotted as a function of engine crank angle.
OBRÁZEK 10: Srovnání mezi nam#%en"mi daty (zelená k%ivka) a LES CFD simulací ('ervená k%ivka) pro v&echny uva$ované pracovní body motoru (viz 
Tabulka 3), kdy lev" horní obrázek odpovídá bodu „Case 1“, zatímco prav" dolní obrázek reprezentuje bod „Case 18“ – st%ední tlak ve válci pro 
vysokotlakou 'ást je vynesen jako funkce úhlu pooto'ení klikového h%ídele.
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(to compensate higher specific chemical energy of n-heptane 
fuel) as it might influence spray development significantly. 
Predicted combustion is slightly faster (especially for low 
BMEP cases during early main combustion phase) and there 
is lower cooling effect during combustion phases (c.f. bottom 
right subfigure of Figure 6). All these phenomena lead to 
higher pressure increase (when compared with reference 
data). Another important factor is related to chemical 
composition of combustion products, hence thermodynamic 
properties. As it is clear from mass fraction diagrams of 
Figure 12, a bit more oxygen is consumed while les CO2 and 
more H2O is created during the combustion phase – this is 
(again) a consequence of application of n-heptane instead of 
complex diesel fuel. However, it can be shown that there is 
relatively small difference when comparing specific isobaric 
capacities of all considered variants (presented in Figure 13). 
There are more complex chemical mechanisms (e.g., [30, 31, 
32, 33]) for modelling of diesel fuel combustion, however 
they consist of significantly more species and chemical 
reactions, hence requiring much more computational time. 
Their application is not feasible for direct solution of chemical 
kinetics (as applied in the case of presented results) – such 
cases require pre-calculated chemical tables to achieve 
reasonable calculation times. To estimate the influence of 
the above mentioned effects, calibrated 0-D/1-D model was 
modified to take into account different calculation settings – 
the outcome of these simulations is shown in Figure 13. As 
it is clear from this figure, the above mentioned effects are 
primarily responsible for pressure over-shoot. However, when 
dealing with high BMEP cases, there is still visible difference 
 
 
FIGURE 11: Comparison between reference data (blue curve – calibrated 0-D/1-D model) and LES CFD simulation (red curve) for all considered engine 
operating points (c.f. Table 3) when top left subfigure corresponds to ‘Case 1’ and bottom right subfigure represents ‘Case 18’ – rate of heat release is 
plotted as a function of engine crank angle.
OBRÁZEK 11: Srovnání mezi referen'ními daty (modrá k%ivka – kalibrovan" 0-D/1-D model) a LES CFD simulací ('ervená k%ivka) pro v&echny uva$ované 
pracovní body motoru (viz Tabulka 3), kdy lev" horní obrázek odpovídá bodu „Case 1“, zatímco prav" dolní obrázek reprezentuje bod „Case 18“ – 
rychlost v"vinu tepla je vynesena jako funkce úhlu pooto'ení klikového h%ídele.
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FIGURE 12: Comparison between reference data (blue curve – calibrated 0-D/1-D model) and LES CFD simulation (red curve) for the operating point 
‘Case 1’ (c.f. Table 3) – the following parameters are plotted as a function of engine crank angle: logarithmic diagram of pressure and volume, in-
cylinder average temperature, heat release, in-cylinder mass fraction of O2, in-cylinder mass fraction of CO2, in-cylinder mass fraction of H2O.
OBRÁZEK 12: Srovnání mezi referen'ními daty (modrá k%ivka – kalibrovan" 0-D/1-D model) a LES CFD simulací ('ervená k%ivka) pro pracovní bod 
„Case 1“ (viz Tabulka 3) – následující parametry jsou zobrazeny jako funkce úhlu pooto'ení klikového h%ídele: logaritmick" diagram tlaku a objemu, 
pr(m#rná teplota ve válci, v"vin tepla, hmotností podíl O2 ve válci, hmotností podíl CO2 ve válci, hmotnostní podíl H2O ve válci.
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between LES CFD and modified 0-D/1-D model (light blue 
curves in Figure 13), which takes into account different ROHR 
shape (transferred from LES CFD), +4% of released chemical 
energy and lower in-cylinder heat transfer. This difference is 
expected to be mainly related to different thermodynamic 
properties due to differences in chemical composition when 
comparing 3-D CFD approach (based on chemical kinetics) 
and 0-1/1-D one (based on chemical equilibrium).
When dealing with detailed combustion modeling of any ICE, 
pollutant formation is one the most important results of CFD 
simulations. In this particular case (diesel engine), NOx and 
particulate matter (PM) are of primary interest. However, PM 
is difficult to predict as its physics and chemistry (related to 
its in-cylinder formation) is too complex. Hence, NOx was 
tested versus experimental data. Instantaneous in-cylinder 
NOx (represented by its mass fraction) is shown in Figure 14. 
Obviously, experimental data (green curve) is represented by 
constant line as there is no direct in-cylinder measurement 
available. On the other hand, all simulation results are based 
on solving chemical kinetics of extended Zeldovich mechanism 
(c.f. [20, 22]). Although a lot of effort was put to calibrate 
predictive combustion model including NOx formation for the 
case of 0-D/1-D model (dark blue curve – reference data), its 
NOx prediction is relatively poor as 0-D in-cylinder approach 
cannot capture the physics of CI ICE combustion correctly. 
This leads to strong variations of instantaneous in-cylinder 
NOx, which are not supported by LES 3-D CFD calculations 
(red curve). The CFD results are more consistent with measure 
data, which was to be expected, and they can follow the 
qualitative trends in the right way. However, the quantitative 
 
 
FIGURE 13: Influence of different calculation settings to explain pressure over-shoot of LES CFD calculation (red curve) when compared with reference 
data (dark blue curve) for all considered engine operating points (c.f. Table 3) when top left subfigure corresponds to ‘Case 1’ and bottom right 
subfigure represents ‘Case 18’ – in-cylinder average pressure of HP phase is plotted as a function of engine crank angle.
OBRÁZEK 13: Vliv r(zn"ch nastavení simulace pro vysv#tlení nadhodnocení tlaku ve válci pro LES CFD simulaci ('ervená k%ivka) p%i srovnání 
s referen'ními daty (tmav# modrá k%ivka) pro v&echny uva$ované pracovní body motoru (viz Tabulka 3), kdy lev" horní obrázek odpovídá bodu 
„Case 1“, zatímco prav" dolní obrázek reprezentuje bod „Case 18“ – st%ední tlak ve válci pro vysokotlakou 'ást je vynesen jako funkce úhlu 
pooto'ení klikového h%ídele.
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values are over-predicted by factor between 2 and 3. Based 
on the above mentioned (regarding in-cylinder pressure/
temperature over-shoot), this is a logical consequence due 
to higher local temperature. NOx formation is strongly non-
linear with respect to value of local temperature, which is 
a results of many complex phenomena. Hence, there is 
no guarantee that if 3-D CDF predicts correct in-cylinder 
pressure, calculated NOx would match experimental data 
 
 
FIGURE 14: Comparison between measured/reference data (green curve – experimental data, blue curve – calibrated 0-D/1-D model) and LES CFD 
simulation (red curve) for all considered engine operating points (c.f. Table 3) when top left subfigure corresponds to ‘Case 1’ and bottom right 
subfigure represents ‘Case 18’ – in-cylinder NOx is plotted as a function of engine crank angle.
OBRÁZEK 14: Srovnání mezi nam#%en"mi/referen'ními daty (zelená k%ivka – experimentální data, modrá k%ivka – kalibrovan" 0-D/1-D model) a LES 
CFD simulací ('ervená k%ivka) pro v&echny uva$ované pracovní body motoru (viz Tabulka 3), kdy lev" horní obrázek odpovídá bodu „Case 1“, zatímco 
prav" dolní obrázek reprezentuje bod „Case 18“ – NOx ve válci jsou vyneseny jako funkce úhlu pooto'ení klikového h%ídele.
FIGURE 15: Comparison between operating point ‘Case 1’ (left column) and ‘Case 6’ (right column) in terms of detailed 3-D data representing the 
combustion phase – the following information is plotted in every subfigure: mass fraction of OH radical (top 2 cuts), iso-surface of constant OH 
radical (bottom left, color represents local temperature mapped onto iso-surface), liquid fuel space distribution (bottom right cut, color represents 
droplet size); different combustion phases are shown (due to different fuel injection timing of the considered operating points, corresponding 
subfigures do not have the same time/angle coordinate): pilot injection (1st row), phase between pilot injection and main injection (2nd  row), early 
main injection (3rd row), middle of main injection (4th row).
OBRÁZEK 15: Srovnání mezi pracovními body „Case 1“ (lev" sloupec) a „Case 6“ (prav" sloupec) z hlediska detailních 3-D dat reprezentujících 
fázi ho%ení – následující informace jsou vyobrazeny na ka$dém obrázku: hmotnostní podíl OH radikálu (2 horní %ezy), izoplocha konstantního OH 
radikálu (vlevo dole, barva odpovídá lokální teplot#, která je namapována na izoplochu), prostorové rozlo$ení kapalné fáze (vpravo dole, barva 
odpovídá velikosti kapek); r(zné fáze spalování jsou ukázány (kv(li r(znému 'asování pr(b#hu v"st%iku paliva uva$ovan"ch pracovních bod( nemají 
odpovídající si obrázky stejnou 'asovou/úhlovou sou%adnici): pilotní vst%ik (%ádek 1), fáze mezi pilotním a hlavním v"st%ikem (%ádek 2), úvodní fáze 
hlavního v"st%iku (%ádek 3), prost%ední 'ást hlavního v"st%iku (%ádek 4).
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in a quantitative way. Concerning the shape of in-cylinder 
NOx fraction for LES CFD case, it suggests that NOx is formed 
by relatively slow (kinetically controlled) chemistry without 
possibility to reach chemical equilibrium.
So far, integral data were analyzed as there are either 
experimental data or reference ones (calibrated 0-D/1-D model 
of the target engine) for comparison with 3-D CFD predictions. 
It is also interesting to look at space distribution of selected 
parameters to compare it with well-known knowledge of 
CI ICE combustion. This is done in Figure 15 for the case of 
combustion phase of ‘Case 1’. The plotted data are intended 
to visualize locations with high chemical activity and to relate 
them to status of fuel jet. The former one is based on plotting 
OH radical while the latter one is represented by droplet 
space distribution including its size. Bottom left part of each 
subfigure of Figure 15 represents an iso-surface of constant OH 
radical concentration (selected by a user) to visualize a shape/
topology of the flame while the color (mapped onto the iso-
surface) corresponds to local temperature. It can be seen that 
peak temperature in burning zone is approx. 2700-2800 K, 
which is in a good correspondence with current knowledge of 
diesel combustion (c.f. [23]). The shape of burning zone follows 
spray shape during early phase of combustion process. Later 
on, the burning zone has a complicated shape while being 
clearly larger than the spray domain – this is a result of complex 
physics and chemistry taking place inside combustion chamber 
dominated by turbulent diffusion. Interaction of burning zone 
with large-scale swirling/squish motion and even with piston 
bowl is also important and it leads (in this particular case) to 
high chemical activity near outer walls of piston bowl.
Final comment concerns the CCV effects. It should be stressed 
that measured/reference data represent average cycle while 
LES CFD data corresponds to single-cycle realization. The 
experience from SI ICE simulations focused on CCV (c.f. [1, 
2, 3]) is that the first calculated cycle can be far off from the 
average one. It should be stressed that the results presented 
in this paper correspond to single-cycle calculations only. On 
the other hand, CI ICEs are well-known to feature much less 
CCV (variation of max. in-cylinder pressure is below 2-5%) 
when compared with SI ICEs (variation of max. in-cylinder 
pressure can be even more than 20%). In this particular case, 
variation of max. in-cylinder pressure is below 2.5% while 
coefficient of IMEP variation is below 0.5%, hence there is 
little difference among all the instantaneous cycles – this 
applies for all considered cases from Table 3. There are not 
many literature sources dealing with CCV in CI ICEs (when 
compared with CCV in SI ICEs), however they support these 
statements – c.f. [34, 9].
The multi-cycle LES CFD calculations of the target engine are 
planned for the near future. However, different approach will 
be adopted as the direct solution of chemical kinetics (even 
if ‘clustering’ method is applied) is too slow. There is already 
a positive experience when detailed chemistry is represented 
by pre-calculated chemical tables – this makes the simulation 
approx. 4-times faster. This also allows for application of 
much more complex chemical mechanisms, hence dealing 
with some shortcomings of the approach described in this 
paper. On the other hand, there is still some work to be done 
as there are some technical problems related to that.
Based on available knowledge, diesel combustion CCV 
is primarily driven by variations of injector performance 
and ignition delay variability due to pressure/temperature 
variations. The former effect is usually low when modern 
high-pressure injectors are applied – c.f. [35], however this 
information was not available for the considered injector 
which may result in a necessity to re-run some experiments 
in cold pressure vessel. The latter phenomenon should be 
captured properly by LES 3-D CFD approach.
Based on the above mentioned, it is not expected that multi-
cycle CFD calculations will lead to significantly different 
results when compared with the presented data. Hence, even 
if only single-cycle calculations were performed, the authors 
believe that they represent the average cycle reasonably well, 
thus presented conclusions are generally valid.
6. CONCLUSION
The paper deals with LES 3-D CFD modeling of CI ICE while 
main focus is put on combustion phase as chemical kinetics 
is applied to predict ROHR and NOx formation. The LES once 
again proved to be a reliable tool when little fine-tuning 
of various sub-models is needed, hence confirming high 
predictive ability of LES approach in general. However, this 
comes with high computational cost as LES calculations are 
very time demanding. When chemical kinetics is applied 
while using relatively simple chemical mechanism based on 
n-heptane in combination with ‘clustering’ method to speed 
up the chemistry solution, it is even more time demanding.
Concerning the calibration procedure, fine-tuning of LES 
spray model in combination with proper ‘LES-like’ mesh is 
a critical step to correctly resolve interaction between liquid 
phase and gaseous one. It was found out that slightly coarser 
mesh can be applied for ‘hot’ CI ICE calculations when 
compared with ‘cold’ pressure vessel cases (related to LES 
spray calibration). The other important parameter to fine-
tune is in-cylinder heat transfer due to the fact that correct 
boundary layer modeling in LES framework is problematic. 
However, this parameter has relatively low influence on 
ROHR prediction. Once these tuning parameters are fixed, no 
other modifications are needed.
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Regarding the prediction of ROHR, the following can be stated. 
The ignition delay and the shape of ROHR is predicted relatively 
well. In some cases, simulated ROHR is slightly faster during the 
early part of main combustion phase while combustion of pilot 
injection is predicted correctly. Additionally, the very late phase 
of burning is (again) faster in CFD simulations when compared 
with measured/reference data. When comparing in-cylinder 
pressure traces, it can be seen that CFD data systematically 
‘over-shoot’ measured ones during combustion phase. There 
are various reasons behind that. First, slightly faster simulated 
ROHR leads to higher in-cylinder pressure. Second, this effect 
is magnified by the fact that complex diesel fuel is modeled as 
n-heptane, which has a bit higher lower heating value (approx. 
+4%), hence more energy is released during combustion. Third, 
different fuel properties lead to different in-cylinder chemical 
composition, hence different thermodynamic properties. Fourth, 
even if global heat transfer was calibrated, instantaneous 
heat transfer during combustion phase is significantly lower 
when compared with Woschni formula prediction (which was 
applied in calibrated 0-D/1-D model of the target engine). 
Hence, suggesting that less energy is transferred to walls 
(of combustion chamber) when combustion takes place. All 
these factors contribute to pressure ‘over-shoot’. These need 
to be addressed in future calculations to improve in-cylinder 
pressure prediction.
Dealing with NOx formation, the qualitative trends match well 
experimental data. Instantaneous in-cylinder NOx mass fraction 
follows expected trend of relatively slow chemistry, which 
becomes frozen during late phase of combustion process – this 
is in-line with well-known knowledge of CI ICE combustion. 
This trend cannot be properly captured by simple multi-zone 
models applied in 0-D/1-D SW tools. Concerning quantitative 
values, 3-D CFD overestimates NOx values by factor between 
2 and 3. The main reason seems to be related to higher local 
temperatures – this effect is mentioned/explained above (when 
explaining in-cylinder pressure ‘over-shoot’).
When looking at details of in-cylinder distribution of various 
thermodynamic parameters during combustion phase, 
the following can be stated. At early part of combustion, 
flame topology is similar to fuel jet one and it corresponds 
reasonably well with Dec’s model [23] of DI diesel combustion. 
Later on, the flame structure becomes much more complex 
due to interaction with in-cylinder large-scale vortices (swirl, 
squish) and in this particular case, there is also interaction 
with walls of piston bowl. All of that is magnified by strong 
in-cylinder turbulent diffusion. Hence, burning zone is located 
near outer walls of piston bowl and it does not follow fuel 
jet topology any more. Local flame temperatures are within 
expected range while peak values are approx. 2700-2800 K, 
which is consistent with [23].
Finally, CCV effects are touched. Only single-cycle CFD 
calculations are shown in this paper while the measured/
reference data correspond to average cycle. Multi-cycle 
simulations are planned for the near future. However, it 
is expected that these multi-cycle results will not differ 
significantly (from single-cycle ones) due to the well-known 
fact that CCV levels are low in CI ICEs. Hence, the results/
conclusions presented in this paper are expected to be valid 
without taking CCV effects into account.
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LIST OF NOTATIONS AND 
ABBREVIATIONS
CCV Cycle-to-Cycle Variation(s)
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CI Compression Ignition
COV Coefficient of Variation
DDM Discrete Droplet Method
DI Direct Injection
EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation
HP High Pressure
IMEP Indicated Mean Effective Pressure
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
IVC Intake Valve Closing
KE Kinetic Energy
LES Large Eddy Simulation
PDF Probability Density Function
PM Particulate Matter
ROHR Rate of Heat Release
SI Spark Ignition
SW Software
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (equation set)
TKE Turbulence Kinetic Energy
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